
RFN, an investment 
case for Papua New 
Guinea (PNG)

Catalyzing collective action, building innovative models 
of strategic cooperation to prevent the worst effects of 

the resource-extraction boom

Context

As PNG sinks deeper into social and economic crisis, its forests 
are increasingly logged, even though the Constitution guarantees 
local rights over the forests. !e very institutions established to 
control forestry have become hubs for criminal cartels and cor-
ruption. !e forests of PNG are being sold o", in total impunity, 
to companies with political connections. Local tribes are tricked 
or forced into signing documents they do not understand. Most 
of the accessible lowland forests have already been licensed for 
logging, although many of these licenses are not active. Log 
exports to China are rising. At the current speed of logging in all 
accessible lowland forests, the PNG rainforest will have reached 
the point of no return within a decade or two.

RFN IN PNG IN KEY FIGURES:

 ! Budget 2022: USD 2.0 million  

 ! Number of trusted, long-term local partners: 5

 ! Customary land protected:1.2 million 
hectares, storing 168 million tons of carbon.

Funding needs and opportunities

!e Sepik Basin contains the largest pristine, unlogged lowland 
rainforests in PNG. It consists of one contiguous, large forest 
area that is now being fragmented by illegal licensing process-
es and that has already experienced several years of large-scale 
industrial logging. Swift and urgent action is needed to stop the 
destruction of old-growth forests. Other densely forested areas 
require a sharpened focus, in view of ongoing legal battles with 
national implications over corruption and forest crime (as in 
Collingwood Bay and Karamui). To protect these areas, partners 
and allies must intensify their legal, local, advocacy-oriented 
activities for defending the local ownership of these areas and 
safeguarding them against foreign vested interests. In the Sepik 
Basin, this will require coalition-building e"orts, rallying civil 
society actors as well as local rights-holders aiming to block the 
resource-boom frenzy, ultimately getting all logging and mining 
licenses there cancelled by court order. !rough strategic cooper-
ation and legal, evidence-based advocacy e"orts will be made to 
use every opportunity to convince PNG politicians and bureau-
crats to put a halt to illegal logging, emplace a moratorium on all 
logging activities, implement appropriate law reform, undertake 
#nancial and contractual audits of all past logging projects, and 
prosecute wrongdoers. 



What will a US$ 11 million 

investment achieve in PNG  

over five years? 

With the overall goal of enhancing the rule of law and prevent-
ing the destruction of the world’s seventh-largest, biologically 
unique, rainforest, RFN aims to catalyze the following outcomes 
by 2027: 

 ! !e magni"cent Sepik River Basin saved from extensive min-
ing plans and illegal logging, by systematically enhancing the 
capacities of national and local partners to utilize legal action, 
step up investigation of illegalities and corruption and inten-
sify national and international public campaign activities. 

 ! By 2027, a million hectares of intact rainforest areas in the 
southern Sepik (from Karawari to April River) are recognized 
by local, regional, or national authorities through required 
statutory processes.

 ! All current logging licenses are evaluated by a team of lawyers 
to determine which should be tried before the courts. 

 ! A substantial Legal Fund is established, to allow partners to 
contract the best available lawyers to speed up court cases and 
raise the success rate.

 ! Helping the nine tribes in the Collingwood Bay to achieve 
their dream of having the 560,000-ha Collingwood Bay area 
declared a protected area.

How we measure success

 ! Number of local communities expressing collective opposi-
tion against logging and mining in the Sepik Basin 

 ! Number of active logging concessions in PNG shut down by 
court order.

Results to date

 ! Since 2018, RFN has supported indigenous and local com-
munity leaders in the “Save the Sepik” campaign, aimed at 
preventing massive environmental and social damage in the 
largely untouched Sepik rainforest basin as a consequence of 
the establishment of a large copper mine at the headwaters of 
the Sepik River.

 ! In 2021, a draft Conservation Area Committee and Manage-
ment Plan was put in place for the Managalas Conservation 
Area; it is now awaiting gazettal from the Conservation and 
Environment Protection Agency (CEPA).  

 ! To ensure the involvement of local communities throughout 
the application process, an MoU was signed between RFN’s 
partner and the Simbu Provincial Government concerning 
a highly biodiverse area in Karimui. !e intention behind 
the Karimui Proposed Conservation Area is to have the area 
demarcated, with local ownership recognized and a land-use 
plan endorsed by the Conservation and Environment Protec-
tion Agency, CEPA. 

 ! As a result of the publication of an investigative report, “!e 
Money Behind the Chainsaws: How the Commercial Banks 
Support Destructive Logging in Papua New Guinea,” pub-
lished by a local NGO partner supported by RFN, three of 
the targeted Australian banks, including ANZ and Westpac, 
have taken steps to reduce their funding of commodity 
production that drives deforestation and violates the human 
rights of indigenous peoples and local communities.

 ! !e advocacy e#orts of RFN partners to promote legal means 
for countering mining plans have resulted in signi"cant na-
tional and international media coverage and a highly critical 
report by a series of UN Special Rapporteurs that has been 
presented to PNG authorities as well as the governments of 
China, Australia, and Canada.



Why is RFN uniquely  

positioned to deliver

With 25 years of engagement in PNG and comprehensive 
knowledge of the local culture, RFN has earned the trust of in-
digenous and local community partners. !is has given RFN the 
legitimacy to convene key players—civil society networks and 
expert organizations—and drive fact-grounded, locally owned 
transformational change through knowledge-sharing, learning, 
and innovative models of strategic cooperation. RFN has built 
up the organizational, programmatic, and resource mobiliza-
tion capacity of important partners in PNG since 1997. Our 
comprehensive contextual knowledge of local policy initiatives, 
together with a strong campaigning and evidence-based advoca-
cy capacity, is required in order to engage local authorities as well 
as international stakeholders in a sensitive, dialogue-oriented, 
and in"uential way.

RFN’s network of partners in PNG

RFN has been engaged in PNG since 1997, focusing on the 
establishment of locally governed conservation areas, paralegal 
training, the strengthening of civil society organizations, an-
ti-corruption, and policy reform. Partner organizations include 
organizations with long-term, speci#c geographical focus and 
those specializing in legal or policy outreach. 

• Act Now! • Bismarck Ramu Group (BRG) • Center for Envi-
ronmental Law and Community Rights (CELCOR) • Karawari 
Cave Art Fund (KCAF) • Partners with Melanesians (PwM) • 
Project Sepik. 

PNG RAINFOREST: KEY FIGURES

 ! World’s seventh largest rainforest country, with 
31.9 million hectares of tropical rainforest, 
of which 39% (12.5 million hectares) were 
considered intact in 2016. 

 ! PNG intact rainforests store 1.75 billion tons 
of carbon in above-ground living biomass, 
equivalent to 6.4 billion tons of CO2 emissions 
if these forest ecosystems were lost. 

(Source: State of Rainforest Report 2021, based on 2016 

forest-cover data)
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